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ABSTRACT: Small perturbation techniques have proven to be useful tools for the
investigation of perovskite solar cells. A correct interpretation of the spectra given by
impedance spectroscopy (IS), intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS), and
intensity-modulated photovoltage spectroscopy (IMVS) is key for the understanding of device
operation. The utilization of a correct equivalent circuit to extract real parameters is essential
to make this good interpretation. In this work, we present an equivalent circuit, which is able
to reproduce the general and the exotic behaviors found in impedance spectra. From the
measurements, we demonstrate that the midfrequency features that may appear to depend on
the active layer thickness, and we also prove the spectral correlation of the three techniques
that has been suggested theoretically.

Perovskite solar cells’ record efficiencies have rapidly risen
over the past decade thanks to advances and progress in

device design and engineering. The improvements in the active
layer, the selective contacts, and their interfaces have made
perovskite solar cells a real candidate for commercialization.
Understanding the electronic and ionic processes taking place
in the bulk and contact layers is key for the control of the
device quality and for the development of this technology.
Impedance spectroscopy (IS) is a useful technique to

characterize physical processes in solar cell devices, and it has
been applied extensively in perovskite solar cell research.
However, the interpretation and analysis of IS results requires
the use of a suitable equivalent circuit (EC). The search for an
appropriate EC has been an aim among the perovskite
community in the past years,1−5 given the fact that a suitable
EC would allow the extraction of important parameters of the
operation of perovskite solar cells. The wide variety of different
spectra reported in the literature makes the convergence to a
unique EC a complicated objective.
The majority of perovskite IS complex plots show two

distinguishable arcs. However, the combination of both IS and
intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) has
led to a better distinction of three different features.6 This
work introduced a novelty in the EC to explain the
midfrequency arcs. In addition, the combination of time
transient and capacitive methods shows an evolution of
capacitance related to ionic dynamics.7,8 Another important
feature to take into account in IS spectra is the negative
capacitance.9−12 This feature has been reported in a variety of
publications, and its meaning is still under debate.5,13−15 It

usually appears in the lowest-frequency region of the spectra,
and it shows up under different conditions, which makes it
more complex to interpret. Different ECs have been proposed
for the reproduction of experimental data.5,9,10,12,13,16 A
negative capacitance could have a response due to distinct
classes of phenomena. On the one hand, it is the interaction of
ionic and electronic effects that conspires to produce delayed
dynamics. On the other hand, it is a possible intrinsic
instability of the device during the time of measurement of IS.
This last phenomenon is clearly observed in perovskite
memristors.17

The aim of this paper is to describe joint experimental
measurements of IS, IMPS, and intensity-modulated photo-
voltage spectroscopy (IMVS) in carbon-based perovskite solar
cells with IS spectra that include negative capacitance features
under open circuit conditions. Based on the observations, we
wish to point out the distinct spectral features that are obtained
in the combination of methods. Due to the lack of previous
systematic studies, the election of a proper EC is not an easy
question. Here, we propose a new EC that is able to reproduce
spectra with midfrequency arcs and negative capacitances,
based on previous studies.6,13 Earlier studies have also shown
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results of the use of the three techniques together for
perovskite solar cells.18 Here, we aim to clarify how the
occurrence of the negative capacitance will affect the shape of
the IMPS and IMVS spectra as a tool for interpretation of
experiments.
For this work, we chose carbon-based perovskite solar cells,

because although they take some time to stabilize, once they
are stabilized, they are more stable than other architectures,
and therefore, the reproducibility of the measurements is
optimal. Moreover, they are a good candidate for addressing
issues regarding large scale production. These solar cells
consist of a scaffold of mesoporous TiO2 and ZrO2 layers
infiltrated with perovskite and do not require a hole-
conducting layer; see the structure of the cell in Figure S1.19

These devices have a thicker perovskite active layer than
regular devices, and this could help see interesting spectra. In
fact, carbon cells have shown very slow dynamic phenomena in
voltage decay methods20,21 and tunable hysteresis.22 In this
work, we used three kinds of devices with the same structure
where the only change was the thickness of the zirconia layer
and, therefore, the perovskite layer. We have chosen three
thicknesses: Cells 1, 2, and 3 correspond to regular, double,
and triple thicknesses, respectively. Since the contacts and
configuration are the same in all cells, any change in the
spectral shapes can be directly related to the perovskite
thickness. The current−voltage characteristics of the cells are
detailed in Figure S2.
The spectra of IS, IMPS, and IMVS for each cell are shown

in Figure 1. If we want to compare all the measurements of the
three techniques, it is important that all of them are made
under the same conditions. Since IMVS measures the
photovoltage change under a small perturbation in the light
intensity, it takes place at open circuit conditions. Therefore,
all the measurements were made at open circuit voltage.

The IS measurements were performed in the first instance.
The fact that the literature about this technique is much more
extensive makes it easier to distinguish common features. A
representative spectrum of each cell is shown in Figure S2. In
general, a big high-frequency arc is common for the three cells,
attributed to the geometrical capacitance and the recombina-
tion resistance. However, the features that appear next are not
as common. We can immediately see inductive loops, negative
capacitances, and intermediate frequency arcs. The analysis of
the extracted parameters from IS is presented below. As
mentioned above, the combination of more than one small
perturbation technique has been demonstrated to help
distinguish features happening at different frequencies in
perovskite solar cells.6 After negative capacitance features were
detected in every device, it is a great opportunity to study how
the presence of the negative capacitance affects the shape of
IMPS and IMVS spectra.
In the second instance, we measured IMPS. The complex

plane plots of the IMPS transfer function Q are shown in
Figure 1(b,e,h) (blue). Again, we have a common feature in
the high-frequency region: a bigger arc coming from the
second quadrant. We find differences in the midfrequency
region. Cell 1 shows another small arc with an intermediate
loop in the first quadrant. Cell 2 goes into the fourth quadrant
forming an intermediate frequency arc there and then coming
back to the first quadrant, where it forms a low-frequency arc.
Cell 3 forms another arc in the first quadrant, and the lowest-
frequency points go slightly into the fourth quadrant, although
this measurement is noisy at low frequency, and the points do
not form a clear shape. Unlike the previous studies,6,23,24 the
low-frequency part of the spectra remains or comes back to the
first quadrant; this could be linked to the negative capacitance
in IS spectra.

Figure 1. Complex plane plots of the IS (red), IMPS (blue), and IMVS (green) transfer functions (Z, Q, and W, respectively) for the three devices
measured under 0.1 sun of illumination, for a frequency range of 1 MHz to 0.01 Hz and at open circuit voltage. (a−c) are the spectra for Cell 1;
(d−f) are the spectra for Cell 2; and (g−i) are the spectra for Cell 3.
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In the third instance, we measured IMVS. This is a
technique for which spectra are not usually shown in the
literature when talking about perovskite solar cells; instead,
they only extract time constants. However, when converting
the illumination intensity into current units, the IMVS transfer
function (W) takes the same units as the IS transfer function
(Z),25 so their spectra may be comparable. In fact, we found
spectra with similar shapes to those of IS, as we see in Figure
1(c,f,i) (green). Although the size of the different features
changes somewhat, when comparing Z (red) with W (green),
we see a significant correlation regarding the amount and kind
of characteristics of the spectra. The change in the size of
IMVS features compared to IS has previously been observed
for midfrequency characteristics.26

Usually, impedance spectra of perovskite solar cells show
only two well-separated arcs. The high-frequency arc is related
to bulk recombination and the geometrical capacitance, while
the low-frequency arc is related to interfacial phenomena. The
large capacitance at low frequency has been interpreted as an
accumulation of both ionic and electronic charge in the
interfaces of the perovskite with the selective contacts.27 The
most widely used equivalent circuit for impedance spectra data
fitting is shown in Figure 2. We will call this circuit Standard

EC. Here, the low-frequency resistance and capacitance are R1
and C1, respectively, and R3 is the high-frequency resistance. Cg
is the geometrical capacitance, and RS is the series resistance.
This circuit is only able to produce impedance spectra with

one or two arcs in the complex plane plot. However, perovskite
spectra showing more features, either at intermediate or at low
frequency, are not unusual, as we have seen in Figure S3. In
fact, intermediate frequency features that can be hindered in
impedance spectra may appear in IMPS spectra of the same
cell. This is due to the fact that the time constants of IS
features are different from those of IMPS (τHF,IMPS = RSCg,
τHF,IS = R3Cg), so that features that appear distinct in one
technique become combined in the other one, as previously
discussed.6 The standard EC is able to produce IMPS spectra
with only two arcs,23 as shown in Figure S4. Therefore, we can
conclude that the Standard EC is too simple for explaining
complex spectra with more features, as remarked in the
literature.9

As remarked above, the observation of negative capacitance
is very common, but the physical origin remains uncer-
tain.5,13−15 One hypothesis is that the interaction of ionic and
electronic effects generates delayed dynamics, either by charge
accumulation at the interface13 or by ionic redistribution
controlling charge injection.28 It may also be an intrinsic
instability of the device during the time of measurement of IS17

or only an apparent effect.14 Based on these approaches, we
adopt the model proposed by Ghahremanirad et al. for
including the negative capacitance features in the EC,13 shown

in the lower branch of Figure 3a. This method is based on a
surface polarization model29 that provides a quantitative

description of the slow dynamics associated with the ionic−
electronic coupling at the interface. The model describes the
evolution of an internal surface voltage Vs (related to interfacial
polarization) toward equilibrium dictated by the external
voltage V and the built-in potential Vbi according to the
relaxation equation

τ
= −

− −V
t

V V Vd
d

( )s s bi

kin (1)

The EC parameters (including the inductor element) are
determined from the physical parameters as described by
Ghahremanirad et al.13 The time constant τkin has been found
in the range of 1−10 s, and it has been linked to ionic binding
phenomena at the interface.30 This EC is able to fit both
negative capacitances at low frequency and inductive loops at
midfrequency values, and both features appear in the solar cells
that we are presenting. However, this circuit is not able to
reproduce midfrequency arcs like the circuit proposed by
Ravishankar et al.6 for IMPS and IS. Therefore, we propose in
Figure 3a a generalized EC able to reproduce all these features,
altogether.
The generalized EC has three parallel branches with three

different capacitances that are able to generate three separated
features. The elements are ordered according to the frequency
in which they appear, i.e., number 1 goes with the lowest-
frequency elements, and number 3 goes with the highest;
number 2 is for midfrequency, following the established
convention.9 Figure 3b shows a capacitance−frequency (C−f)
plot that clearly shows the appearance of three capacitances in
the impedance measurements. This C−f plot corresponds to
the impedance plot in Figure 3d. The proper functioning of the
circuit is demonstrated in Figure 3c−f, where we can see how
the same circuit gives a good fitting for a variety of spectra

Figure 2. Standard EC used for the analysis of impedance spectra of
perovskite solar cells.

Figure 3. (a) Equivalent circuit for the data fitting of IS of carbon-
based perovskite solar cells. (b) Capacitance−frequency plot of Cell 2
showing three capacitances at different frequencies. (d−f) Impedance
complex plots at open circuit conditions. Red and yellow points are
experimental data, and the straight black line is the fitting given by the
EC. (c) is for Cell 1, (d,e) are for Cell 2, and (f) is for Cell 3.
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showing different phenomena at mid and low frequencies, such
as inductive loops, midfrequency arcs, or negative capacitances.
Here, the red points are the experimental data measured for
different cells, at different illuminations and at open-circuit
voltage, and the straight line is the fitting given by the EC in
Figure 3a.
By being able to fit all these different spectra, this EC proves

to be appropriate for the study of perovskite solar cells. From
the fitted spectra, we can extract some conclusions. In Figure
4a (orange), we can see that the value of C2, i.e., the

midfrequency capacitance, depends on the cell thickness. The
values are several orders of magnitude lower for Cell 1, in
comparison with Cell 2 and Cell 3, which have much thicker
perovskite layers. In contrast, C1 (yellow) takes similar values
for all the cells. This means that the intermediate frequency
capacitance depends on the perovskite layer thickness, while
the low-frequency capacitance does not and can be attributed
to surface phenomena.27 Moreover, if we look into the values
of R3 and R2 (Figure 4b), we can clearly see that the high-
frequency resistance does not depend on the thickness, while
the midfrequency resistances are normally higher for Cells 2
and 3. Therefore, the midfrequency elements change with the
perovskite thickness.
The resistances and the arcs from IS spectra vary from one

cell to another. However, the evolution of all the resistances in
one cell with voltage is similar for all the resistances. Therefore,
there is a concordance with all the resistances in each cell. This
can be seen in Figure S5.
Coming back to Figure 1, when comparing IS and IMVS

spectra, the similarities are easily seen. Interestingly, we have
found that the IMVS spectra are similar to the IS spectra in the
number and the type of characteristics they have, although they
are not exactly equal. Moreover, the low-frequency features,
which are key for the correct understanding of perovskite solar
cell operation, seem to be amplified and more easily
distinguishable. Therefore, IMVS can help support the results
obtained in IS measurements as well as improve the analysis of
those mid- and low-frequency loops and arcs.
The fact that we are doing all measurements under the same

conditions, and the three measurement perturbation variables
(V, je, and jph) appear in pairs in the three different techniques,
suggests that the three techniques may be linked. This has
been previously suggested for dye-sensitized solar cells31 and
shown with a general derivation by Bertoluzzi et al.25 When

taken in the same conditions, the three techniques are related
by the following equation

ω ω
ω

=Q
W
Z

( )
( )
( ) (2)

Therefore, if the measurements are correct, the values for
the IMPS transfer function Q should be similar when obtained
directly from the measurement and by calculating it from eq 2.
We have calculated IMPS transfer function Q by dividing

IMVS and IS transfer functions,W and Z, respectively, for each
cell. The comparison between the IMPS experimental transfer
function from direct measurements and the IMPS calculated
transfer function from W and Z is shown in Figure S6. For all
cells, both experimental and calculated spectra have the same
number of features with similar shapes. This result indicates
the good relation between the techniques, giving truthfulness
to the results obtained in these measurements.
In summary, we have measured IS in three similar perovskite

solar cells with only one difference: the perovskite layer
thickness. From the measurements, we conclude that the
effects of the intermediate frequency features are amplified by
the perovskite thickness as well as the negative capacitance,
which is bigger in the thickest cell. Based on the measurements
of IMPS and IMVS in perovskite solar cells that show negative
capacitance in IS measurements, we have been able to see how
this feature manifests in IMPS and IMVS spectra. In the case of
IMPS, we see how the fourth quadrant low-frequency common
feature ends up coming back to the first quadrant. Regarding
IMVS, the spectra look similar to those of IS. We have built an
EC for impedance spectra of perovskite solar cells that is able
to reproduce and explain intermediate frequency arcs,
inductive loops, and negative capacitances. This EC is based
on previous studies that have explained these features
separately, and here, we aim to unify this feature in one
complete EC. Moreover, it has been able to fit a wide variety of
spectra shown by a group of perovskite solar cells. Finally, we
have checked the relation between the transfer functions of the
three techniques by dividing IMVS and IS transfer functions,
obtaining a calculated IMPS transfer function, which is
comparable with the measured IMPS spectra.
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